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Study Objectives: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and chronic insomnia are two common sleep disorders and both are considered independent risk factors 
for heart disease. The aim of this study was to investigate the prevalence of comorbid insomnia with OSA and to compare its clinical characteristics with those 
of OSA without insomnia.
Methods: Patients who visited two tertiary university hospital sleep centers were screened. Those with a diagnosis of OSA using polysomnography were 
divided into two groups based on their scores on the Korean version of the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI-K): OSA with insomnia (OSA+I) (ISI-K score ≥ 15) 
and OSA without insomnia (OSA−I) (ISI-K score < 15). Subjective symptoms were evaluated using sleep questionnaires including ISI-K. Demographic and 
clinical characteristics of OSA+I and OSA−I were compared.
Results: Out of 476 patients with OSA, 139 (29.2%) had significant insomnia. Patients in the OSA+I group had a higher percentage of females (35.3% versus 
19.6%, P < .001) and have higher rates of heart disease (19.4% versus 8.6%, P < .001). OSA+I group showed lower quality of life, lower quality of sleep, 
higher sleep propensity, and higher depression as measured by the Korean versions of the Short-Form 36-Item Health Survey, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 
Index, Epworth Sleepiness Scale, and Beck Depression Inventory, respectively. There were no significant differences in adherence to continuous positive 
airway pressure between the groups.
Conclusions: There is a high prevalence of comorbid insomnia with OSA (29.2%), consistent with previous findings in Western studies. Comorbid insomnia 
with OSA may constitute a cumulative risk factor for cardiovascular disease. These findings warrant further investigation into the mechanisms involved in its 
pathogenesis and devising more efficient treatments.
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INTRODUCTION

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and insomnia are among the 
most common sleep disorders. They are often thought of as 
opposing clinical conditions, with OSA viewed as a contribut-
ing factor to daytime somnolence, in contrast, insomnia being 
closely related to nighttime hyperarousal.1 OSA is character-
ized by repetitive upper airway closure or narrowing during 
sleep, causing snoring, sleep fragmentation, oxygen desatu-
ration, and sleep propensity, whereas insomnia is associated 
with difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, waking earlier 
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than desired with inability to return to sleep, or a combination 
of all three, resulting in significant daytime impairment. Poly-
somnography (PSG) is essential for the diagnosis of OSA and 
measuring its severity by establishing apnea-hypopnea index 
(AHI). The Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) is widely used as 
a valid screening measure of insomnia as well as an outcome 
measure following treatment.2,3

Since the “sleep-insomnia apnea syndrome” was reported 
in 1973,4 this clinical syndrome has gained attention and 
prompted additional studies. Emerging data suggest that in-
somnia and OSA often coexist. In 2001, the term “sleep 

BRIEF SUMMARY
Current Knowledge/Study Rationale: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and insomnia are very common and both have been independently associated 
with other serious medical conditions such as cardiovascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, depression, dementia, and cancer. There is some 
evidence indicating a high prevalence of coexisting insomnia in OSA; however, there are insufficient data on its epidemiology, risk factors, and possibly 
added risks associated with it.
Study Impact: We have studied the prevalence, associated risk factors, and potential consequences of comorbid insomnia with OSA. There are 
a fair number of patients with comorbid insomnia and OSA with worsened quality of life and sleep. Comorbid insomnia in OSA is linked to heart 
disease. Further characterization of this syndrome may help to increase awareness and promote further investigation into its pathogenesis, prevention, 
and treatment.
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disordered breathing-plus” was used to refer to patients with 
coexisting OSA and chronic insomnia with a high prevalence 
of 50% among patients with OSA.5 A prospective study re-
ported that 39% of patients with OSA had comorbid insomnia.6 
However, it has been shown that 10.7% of patients in whom 
insomnia has been diagnosed have clinically significant OSA.7

Despite its significant prevalence, the association between 
the insomnia/sleep apnea syndrome and risk of cardiovascular 
disease has not been extensively studied. Although OSA is an 
established risk factor for cardiovascular disease,8 data on in-
somnia are inconsistent,9,10 with some evidence supporting its 
role as a risk factor for cardiovascular diseases.11–13 Therefore, 
patients with OSA with comorbid insomnia may carry an equal 
or higher risk of cardiovascular diseases compared to individu-
als with OSA alone.13–15

The aim of this study was to investigate the prevalence of 
comorbid insomnia in a group of patients in whom OSA was 
previously diagnosed, and to compare the clinical characteris-
tics of patients with OSA and insomnia to patients with OSA 
without insomnia.

METHODS

Participants and Data
The study was approved and conducted in compliance with 
the regulations set by the Institutional Review Board. We ret-
rospectively screened all adult patients who had a full-night 
PSG at two different tertiary university hospital sleep centers 
in South Korea between January 2013 and November 2015. 
Based on the PSG and clinical findings, 594 patients received 

a diagnosis of OSA16,17; no patients had prior history of treat-
ment for OSA. Inclusion criteria were ages 20–75 years and an 
AHI of ≥ 5 events/h. In our sleep laboratories, we use AHI to 
define the severity of OSA instead of respiratory effort-related 
arousals and the respiratory disturbance index. We excluded 
OSA with comorbid sleep disorders other than insomnia (ie, 
restless legs syndrome, narcolepsy, parasomnia, and epilepsy) 
(Figure 1). A total of 476 adult patients with OSA were en-
rolled in this study.

The PSG tests were performed using 32-channel Grass-
Telefactor Comet digital recording polysomnographic system 
(Natus Medical Incorporated, Pleasanton, California, United 
States) and were manually scored.18 Scoring of sleep stages, 
respiratory events including apneas, hypopneas, arousal, and 
periodic limb movement were performed according to the 
American Academy of Sleep Medicine guidelines.19 Apnea 
was defined as a drop in the peak signal excursion by greater 
than or equal to 90% of the preevent baseline using an orona-
sal thermal sensor lasting for 10 seconds or longer. Hypopnea 
was defined as a nasal pressure signal drop to more than 30% 
of baseline that lasted for 10 seconds or longer and was as-
sociated with either more than 3% oxygen desaturation or an 
arousal.20 Sleep onset latency, wake after sleep onset, and sleep 
efficiency were recorded. Arousal index was recorded both as 
total, as well as three subcategories of apnea-related, periodic 
limb movement-related, and spontaneous.

Health conditions were evaluated using a questionnaire 
inquiring about heart disease, hypertension (HTN), diabetes 
mellitus (DM), hyperlipidemia (HL), and current smoking hab-
its. Smokers were classified by their use of tobacco, regardless 
of the amount. Heart disease included ischemic heart disease, 
arrhythmia, and valvular disease. Subjects with any cardiac 
history or current medications for heart disease were classified 
as having heart disease. There were no subjects with congeni-
tal heart disease. All subjects with HTN, DM, and HL were 
under the care of a physician. All subjects completed sleep-re-
lated and psychiatric questionnaires including the Korean ver-
sions of the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI-K),2 the Pittsburgh 
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI-K),21 the Epworth Sleepiness Scale 
(ESS-K),22 the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-2-K),23 and 
the Short-Form 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36-K).24 The re-
sults from these questionnaires were compared between male 
and female patients. As the ISI-K measures symptoms other 
than sleepiness (eg, worry, distress, and daytime interference, 
which are shared with OSA), we analyzed the results using the 
subtotal of ISI-K score in the first three sleep items.25

We considered insomnia as an independent entity as defined 
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-5)26 without stratifying it into different subtypes. A vali-
dated questionnaire, ISI-K, was used to measure the patients’ 
perception of insomnia.2 ISI-K is a seven-item self-reported 
questionnaire measuring daytime effect as well as impair-
ments caused by insomnia. An ISI score of 15 or greater is 
considered clinically significant.2 The patients were divided 
into two groups based on their ISI-K score. Those with an ISI-
K score ≥ 15 were categorized as OSA with insomnia (OSA+I), 
and those with an ISI-K score < 15 were categorized as OSA 
without insomnia (OSA−I). Given the mismatch between 

Figure 1—Patient selection flowchart.

AHI = apnea-hypopnea index, ISI-K = Insomnia Severity Index, Korean 
version, OSA = obstructive sleep apnea, PSG = polysomnography, 
RLS = restless legs syndrome.

Patients with OSA
(n = 594)

Included
Patients with OSA

(n = 476)

Excluded
Patients with 
OSA and

• RLS
• (n = 79)
• Narcolepsy
• (n = 4)
• Parasomnia
• (n = 19)
• Epilepsy
• (n = 15)
• Central apnea
• (n = 1)

OSA+I
ISI-K score ≥ 15

(n = 139)

OSA−I
ISI-K score < 15

(n = 337)
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abnormal PSG findings and clinical symptoms in some elderly 
patients, prior studies have used sleepiness as an added screen-
ing tool.27 Sleep propensity was defined as ESS-K score ≥ 11.22 
In what follows, we refer to OSA+I and OSA−I groups as “the 
two groups” for brevity.

Demographic and clinical characteristics were compared 
between the two groups, as well as the subgroups of OSA−I 
based on ESS-K (Table 1). We also screened 77 patients who 
had started treatment with continuous positive airway pres-
sure (CPAP), and telephone interviews were conducted in or-
der to investigate differences in CPAP adherence between the 
two groups. A questionnaire was used for the telephone inter-
views that included current use of CPAP, average hours used 

per night, the number of nights per week, duration of use, and 
the reason for discontinuation. We defined adherence as using 
CPAP for more than 4 hours per night and more than 5 nights 
per week.28 All subjects were contacted in order to assess their 
adherence by using a questionnaire that was designed for this 
purpose (Figure 2).

Statistical Analysis
Data analysis was performed using SPSS version 25 (IBM 
Corp., Armonk, New York, United States). Values of P < .05 
were considered statistically significant. The reported P values 
were rounded to the third decimal point or reported as < .001 
when applicable. Chi-square test and Fisher exact test were 

Table 1—Demographic and clinical characteristics.

OSA+I
n = 139 (29.2%)

OSA−I
n = 337 (70.8%) Statistic P

OSA−I

Statistic P
ESS-K Score < 11

n = 251
ESS-K Score ≥ 11

n = 86
Demographic

Age (years) 51.68 ± 15.02 50.60 ± 13.15 −0.739 .461 51.36 ± 13.30 48.36 ± 12.50 1.833 .068
Sex, n (%) 12.342  < .001 0.272 .602 

Female 49 (35.3) 66 (19.6) 47 (18.7) 19 (22.1)
Male 90 (64.7) 271 (80.4) 204 (81.3) 67 (77.9)

BMI (kg/m2) 25.73 ± 4.57 25.49 ± 3.52 −0.562 .575 25.12 ± 3.40 26.57 ± 3.64 −3.354 .001
Health

Heart disease, n (%) 10.079 .001 0.240 .624
Yes 27 (19.4) 29 (8.6) 20 (8.0) 9 (10.5)
No 112 (80.6) 308 (91.4) 231 (92.0) 77 (89.5)

Heart disease, n (%) 0.125* .048 ∞* 1.000
Male 21 (77.8) 28 (96.6) 19 (95.0) 9 (100)
Female 6 (22.2) 1 (3.4) 1 (5.0) 0 (0)

Smoking, n (%) 5.394 .067 0.942 .624
Nonsmoker 72 (51.8) 140 (41.5) 107 (42.6) 33 (38.4)
Stopped smoking 28 (20.1) 67 (19.9) 47 (18.7) 20 (23.3)
Smoker 39 (28.1) 130 (38.6) 97 (38.6) 33 (38.4)

Hypertension, n (%) 0.117 .733 0.024 .876 
Yes 50 (36.0) 114 (33.8) 86 (34.3) 28 (32.6)
No 89 (64.0) 223 (66.2) 165 (65.7) 58 (67.4)

Diabetes, n (%) 0.157 .692 0.131 .718
Yes 16 (11.5) 45 (13.4) 35 (13.9) 10 (11.6)
No 123 (88.5) 292 (86.6) 216 (89.1) 76 (88.4)

Hyperlipidemia, n (%) 2.255 .133 1.253 .263
Yes 20 (14.4) 31 (9.2) 20 (8.0) 11 (12.8)
No 119 (85.6) 306 (90.8) 231 (92.0) 75 (87.2)

Clinical Measures
ISI-K 7.49 ± 4.08 9.02 ± 3.57 8.801 .003
ISI-K, first 3 sleep items 2.16 ± 2.16 1.94 ± 2.15 0.194 .660
PSQI-K 5.96 ± 2.77 7.06 ± 2.21 9.066 .003
ESS-K 8.97 ± 5.03 7.84 ± 4.43 6.536 .011
BDI-2-K 18.46 ± 10.82 10.42 ± 8.11 63.569  < .001 9.67 ± 8.05 12.59 ± 7.92 8.540 .004
SF-36-K 47.40 ± 29.33 68.05 ± 23.56 26.700  < .001 70.67 ± 22.72 60.38 ± 24.54 5.497 .020

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation or n (%). Statistic: t or F statistic for continuous measures, chi-square for count data in contingency 
tables. * = odds ratios and Fisher exact test results are reported for the contingency tables where at least one expected cell count was below 5. ∞ = in 
this case the odds ratio is infinite due to one of the cells having 0 count. OSA+I versus OSA−I: adjusting for sex and heart disease, ANCOVA was used for 
analyzing ISI-K, PSQI-K, ESS-K, BDI-2-K, SF-36-K. ESS-K score < 11 versus ESS-K score ≥ 11: adjusting for BMI, Analysis of covariance was used for 
analyzing ISI-K, PSQI-K, ESS-K, BDI-2-K, SF-36-K. BMI = body mass index, Korean versions of (-K): ISI = Insomnia Severity Index, PSQI = Pittsburgh 
Sleep Quality Index, ESS = Epworth Sleepiness Scale, BDI-2 = Beck Depression Inventory, SF-36 = Short-Form 36-Item Health Survey.
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used to analyze count data (sex and medical conditions), and 
independent t test was used to analyze continuous data be-
tween the two groups (age and body mass index [BMI]). For 
analyzing the differences in sleep-related (severity of insomnia 
and sleep propensity, sleep quality, PSG data) and psychiatric-
related characteristics (depressive mood, quality of life [QoL], 
and anxiety) between the two groups, we used analysis of co-
variance to adjust for sex and heart disease (which showed sig-
nificant differences in demographic characteristics). Logistic 
regression was used to determine the risk factors for insomnia 
in patients with OSA. Pearson correlation was used to analyze 
correlation between severity of insomnia, sleep propensity, 
and severity of OSA.

RESULTS

Of the 476 patients with OSA (mean age 50.91 ± 13.71 years; 
115 [24.2%] female) that were diagnosed by PSG, 139 patients 
(29.2%) had clinically significant insomnia (ISI-K score ≥ 15). 

This OSA+I group had a higher percentage of females than the 
OSA−I group consisting of 337 subjects (35.3% versus 19.6%, 
P < .001), and an increased risk of heart disease (19.4% versus 
8.6%, P < .001) (Table 1). There were no statistically signifi-
cant differences in age, BMI, and vascular risk factors (HTN, 
smoking, DM, and HL) between the two groups. Subjects in the 
OSA+I group had lower QoL (SF-36-K: 47.40 ± 29.33 versus 
68.05 ± 23.56, P < .001), and more depressed mood (BDI-2-K: 
18.46 ± 10.82 versus 10.42 ± 8.11, P < .001) (Table 1). Patients in 
the OSA+I group were sleepier than those in the OSA−I group. 
When comparing subgroups, those with an ESS-K score ≥ 11 in 
the OSA−I group were sleepier than those in the OSA+I group, 
and had a higher PSQI-K score and a lower SF-36-K score than 
those in the OSA−I group with an ESS-K score < 11.

Comparing OSA and insomnia severity between males and 
females showed that females had more insomnia symptoms 
(42.6% versus 24.9%, P < .001), while males had more severe 
OSA (52.4% versus 27.0%, AHI ≥ 30, P < .001). In the ab-
sence of detailed information about the presence or absence of 
menopause, an age cutoff of 50 years was used for females for 

Do you currently use CPAP?

Yes/Regularly
(n = 34)

No/Irregularly
(n = 12)

Do you currently use CPAP more than 5 nights per week 
and more than 4 hours per night?

How long have you used CPAP?

 ≥ 1 year
(n = 27)

 < 1 year
(n = 7)

 ≥ 1 year
(n = 10)

 < 1 year
(n = 2)

Yes (n = 46)

How long did you use CPAP?

 ≥ 1 year
(n = 9)

3–12 months
(n = 3)

 ≤ 3 months
(n = 19)

No (n = 31)

Figure 2—Telephone interview questionnaire.

This algorithm was used to determine CPAP adherence in patients with OSA. CPAP = continuous positive airway pressure, OSA = obstructive sleep apnea.
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further analysis. There was no statistically significant differ-
ence in OSA and insomnia severity between females older and 
younger than 50 years.

The OSA+I group had lower total sleep time (313.06 ± 80.88 
versus 337.14 ± 70.28 minutes, P = .006), lower sleep efficiency 
(75.45 ± 17.30 versus 80.06 ± 14.74 %, P = .006), and longer 
sleep onset latency (19.12 ± 39.27 versus 12.78 ± 22.83 minutes, 
P = .013) compared to the OSA−I group (Table 2). However, 
there were no statistically significant differences in percent-
age of sleep stages or AHI between the two groups. When 
comparing the subgroups of the OSA−I group, there were no 
significant differences in sleep parameters between those with 
an ESS-K score ≥ 11 and those with an ESS-K score < 11. 
Analyzing the data stratified by OSA severity (5 ≤ AHI < 15, 
15 ≤ AHI < 30, AHI ≥ 30), the AHI ≥ 30 group showed higher 
rates of HTN and DM. Correlation analysis did not show any 
association between severity of OSA and severity of insomnia 

(P = .999) or sleep propensity (P = .359) (Table 3). In logistic 
regression, in order to compare the OSA+I and OSA−I groups, 
the following factors were included as independent variables: 
sex, heart disease, and BDI-2-K score. The results showed that 
the contributing factors to insomnia symptoms in patients with 
OSA were depressive mood (odds ratio: 4.14), heart disease 
(odds ratio: 2.57), and sex (odds ratio: 1.99), with heart disease 
being the second most influential factor (Table 4).

In order to compare heart disease and non-heart disease 
groups, the following factors were included as independent 
variables: sex, HTN, HL, ISI. The results showed that the con-
tributing factors to heart disease in patients with OSA were sex 
(odds ratio: 3.23), HL (odds ratio: 3.00), insomnia symptoms 
(odds ratio: 2.85), and HTN (odds ratio: 2.11), with sex being 
the most influential factor (Table 5).

In the CPAP treatment group (n = 77), 22 subjects (28.6%) 
had insomnia. Risk of insomnia in the OSA+I (22/77) and 

Table 2—Polysomnography results.

OSA+I
n = 139

OSA−I
n = 337 F P

OSA−I

F P
ESS-K Score < 11

n = 251
ESS-K Score ≥ 11

n = 86
TST (minutes) 313.06 ± 80.88 337.14 ± 70.28 7.607 .006 339.10 ± 68.37 331.41 ± 75.70 1.116 .292
SOL (minutes) 19.12 ± 39.27 12.78 ± 22.83 6.257 .013 12.96 ± 24.27 12.25 ± 18.09 0.018 .893
REM sleep latency (minutes) 128.06 ± 84.44 120.36 ± 123.76 0.426 .514 121.17 ± 134.25 117.98 ± 86.75 0.300 .584
WASO (minutes) 81.00 ± 62.54 71.85 ± 56.04 1.938 .165 71.92 ± 55.83 71.62 ± 57.01 0.052 .819
Sleep efficiency (%) 75.45 ± 17.30 80.06 ± 14.74 7.509 .006 80.05 ± 14.44 80.08 ± 15.67 0.035 .851
Stage N1 sleep (% TST) 30.10 ± 17.17 30.18 ± 18.94 0.231 .631 29.97 ± 19.52 30.79 ± 17.24 0.064 .800
Stage N2 sleep (% TST) 51.33 ± 14.53 49.34 ± 14.72 0.177 .674 49.22 ± 15.20 49.69 ± 13.28 0.125 .724
Stage N3 sleep (% TST) 3.48 ± 7.61 4.53 ± 8.06 0.224 .636 4.85 ± 8.25 3.57 ± 7.42 1.512 .220
Stage R sleep (% TST) 15.07 ± 7.63 15.84 ± 7.88 1.528 .217 15.81 ± 8.04 15.93 ± 7.44 0.003 .954
AHI (events/h) 33.16 ± 25.11 33.90 ± 24.57 0.187 .666 32.56 ± 24.14 37.79 ± 25.53 0.631 .428
PLMI (events/h) 5.32 ± 14.55 4.57 ± 14.40  < 0.001 .992 4.99 ± 15.07 3.34 ± 12.25 0.408 .524
PLMAI (events/h) 0.99 ± 2.53 0.99 ± 4.78 0.090 .764 1.16 ± 5.40 0.50 ± 2.07 0.691 .407
Arousal index (apnea) 
(events/h)

34.64 ± 22.76 33.95 ± 24.11 0.572 .450 33.54 ± 24.66 35.15 ± 22.53 0.005 .944

Arousal index (total) (events/h) 34.10 ± 23.65 33.31 ± 24.79 1.229 .268 32.65 ± 24.85 35.24 ± 24.67 0.106 .745

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation. OSA+I versus OSA−I: adjusting for sex and heart disease, analysis of covariance was used for 
analysis. ESS-K score < 11 versus ESS-K score ≥ 11: adjusting for BMI, analysis of covariance was used for analysis. AHI = apnea-hypopnea index, 
BMI = body mass index, ESS-K = Epworth Sleepiness Scale, Korean version, OSA+I = obstructive sleep apnea with insomnia, OSA−I = obstructive sleep 
apnea without insomnia, PLMAI = periodic limb movement arousal index, PLMI = periodic limb movement index, REM = rapid eye movement, TST = total 
sleep time, WASO = wake after sleep onset.

Table 3—Medical conditions and OSA severity.

Medical Conditions

OSA Severity

χ2 P
5 ≤ AHI < 15

n = 126 (26.5%)
15 ≤ AHI < 30

n = 130 (27.3%)
AHI ≥ 30

n = 220 (46.2%)
Insomnia 37 (29.4) 38 (29.2) 64 (29.2) 0.003 .999
Sleep propensity 31 (24.6) 37 (28.5) 70 (31.8) 2.050 .359
Heart disease 13 (10.3) 14 (10.8) 29 (13.2) 0.804 .669
Hypertension 28 (22.2) 43 (33.1) 93 (42.3) 14.412 .001
Diabetes 9 (7.1) 11 (8.5) 41 (18.6) 12.506 .002
Hyperlipidemia 16 (12.7) 13 (10.0) 22 (10.0) 0.705 .703

Values are presented as n (%). AHI = apnea-hypopnea index, OSA = obstructive sleep apnea.
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OSA−I (55/77) groups was not affected by CPAP adherence 
(54.5% versus 61.8%, P = .557). There was no correlation be-
tween the ISI-K score and CPAP use among these 77 patients. 
In addition, patients who were adherent and nonadherent to 
CPAP showed no difference in clinical characteristics and 
PSG results (Table 6). Using correlational analyses examining 
the relationships between ISI-K, ESS-K and AHI, there was 
no correlation between ISI-K and AHI, but there was a sig-
nificant correlation between ISI-K and ESS (r = 0.147, P = .01) 
(Table 7).

DISCUSSION

In this study, the OSA+I group showed greater sleep distur-
bance and higher rate of heart disease. Prevalence of comorbid 
insomnia in patients with OSA varies depending on the popu-
lation, methods, and diagnostic questionnaires.1,13,29–32 Studies 
that have used the ISI to measure insomnia in patients with 
PSG-confirmed OSA have reported a prevalence of 32% to 
84% in Western countries.32–34 The wide range of prevalence 
is due to variable insomnia definitions and inconsistent criteria 
for insomnia and OSA used in these studies. Our study showed 
that 29.2% of patients with OSA have significant insomnia 
symptoms. This finding is similar to the previously reported 

rate of 27.4% in Korean patients with PSG-confirmed OSA.35 
There was a higher percentage of females in the OSA+I group 
(35.3% of 139) than in the OSA−I group (19.6% of 337). This 
finding is consistent with previous studies that reported sig-
nificantly higher odds of having comorbid insomnia in females 
with OSA compared to males with OSA.13,31,36 Additionally, 
we showed that depressive mood was a statistically significant 
contributing factor to insomnia; this, again, is consistent with 
previous studies done in the United States general population.13

The PSG results of OSA+I group (shorter total sleep time, 
lower sleep efficiency, and longer sleep onset latency) represent 
the characteristics of insomnia (ie, difficulty falling asleep and 
maintaining sleep). The OSA+I group showed greater sleep 
disturbance than the patients in the OSA−I group. This find-
ing is consistent with a previous study comparing PSG results 
between patients with OSA with and without comorbid insom-
nia.5,37 However, the characteristics of sleep architecture have 
been inconsistent as another study reported increased stage N1 
sleep and decreased slow sleep,7 whereas other studies have 
shown no significant differences in this patient population.31,38 
This inconsistency may be due to differences in diagnostic and 
inclusion criteria used in those studies.

Table 4—Factors contributing to insomnia symptoms among patients with OSA.
Beta SE Wald P OR 95% CI

BDI-2-K (No = 0, Yes = 1) 1.42 0.24 32.96  < .001 4.14 2.54–6.72
Heart disease (No = 0, Yes = 1) 0.94 0.31 9.16 .002 2.57 1.39–4.74
Sex (Male = 0, Female = 1) 0.69 0.24 8.00 .005 1.99 1.23–3.21
Constant −2.96 0.33 79.44  < .001 0.052

Sex, heart disease, and BDI-2-K (Korean version of Beck Depression Inventory) considered independent variables. CI = confidence interval, OR = odds 
ratio, OSA = obstructive sleep apnea, SE = standard error.

Table 5—Factors associated with heart disease among patients with OSA.
Beta SE Wald P OR 95% CI

Sex (female = 0, male = 1) 1.17 0.43 7.17 .007 3.23 1.37–7.62
Hyperlipidemia (No = 0, Yes = 1) 1.09 0.38 8.29 .004 3.00 1.42–6.33
ISI-K (No = 0, Yes = 1) 1.04 0.30 11.81 .001 2.85 1.57–5.19
Hypertension (No = 0, Yes = 1) 0.74 0.30 6.13 .013 2.11 1.16–3.82
Constant −4.89 0.66 54.52  < .001 0.007

Adjusting for sex, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, ISI-K. CI = confidence interval, ISI-K = Insomnia Severity Index, Korean version, OR = odds ratio, 
OSA = obstructive sleep apnea, SE = standard error.

Table 6—Adherence to CPAP therapy.
OSA+I (n = 22) OSA−I (n = 55) χ2 P

Nonadherent (n = 31) 10 (45.5) 21 (38.2)
0.109 .741

Adherent (n = 46) 12 (54.5) 34 (61.8)

Adherence defined as CPAP use ≥ 5 times per week, and ≥ 4 hours per 
night. CPAP = continuous positive airway pressure, OSA+I = obstructive 
sleep apnea with insomnia, OSA−I = obstructive sleep apnea without 
insomnia.

Table 7—Correlation between severity of OSA, insomnia, 
and sleep propensity.

Overall AHI ISI-K ESS-K
Overall AHI 1.000 −0.030 0.069

ISI-K −0.030 1.000 0.147 **
ESS-K 0.069 0.147 1.000

** = correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). AHI = apnea-
hypopnea index, ESS-K = Epworth Sleepiness Scale, Korean version, 
ISI-K = Insomnia Severity Index, Korean version, OSA = obstructive 
sleep apnea.
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We confirmed the subtotal of the ISI-K through the first 
three sleep items to ensure that they are measuring insomnia 
symptoms rather than OSA symptoms. However, insomnia and 
OSA share many clinical symptoms including frequent awak-
enings, difficulty falling asleep, daytime dysfunction, and de-
creased QoL.13,37 Our findings showed more sleep propensity 
(as measured by ESS-K) in the OSA+I than in the OSA−I pa-
tient group. Although patients with insomnia have difficulty 
initiating or maintaining sleep, as a result of overall lack of 
night sleep these patients suffer from daytime sleepiness. How-
ever, this might be caused by the poorer sleep quality and co-
morbid mood problems present in patients with insomnia. The 
lower QoL and higher levels of depressed mood (as measured 
by the SF-36-K and BDI-2-K, respectively) can also worsen 
sleep quality, exacerbate insomnia symptoms, and affect sleep 
architecture by shortening total sleep time and increasing sleep 
onset latency.

There have been several theories suggesting reciprocal rela-
tionships between insomnia and OSA. One theory suggests that 
the presence of insomnia can exacerbate, or contribute to the 
development of OSA, and vice versa. Another theory suggests 
that repetitive apnea or hypopnea and the following arousals 
during sleep may result in difficulty maintaining sleep, hence 
poor sleep quality, which may explain the common notion that 
nighttime awakenings may contribute to development of in-
somnia. A third theory states that sleep disruption associated 
with comorbid insomnia can result in more sleep fragmenta-
tion and sleep deprivation, two clinical symptoms that would 
add to severity of OSA.4,29,39 Our study confirmed such recipro-
cal association between insomnia and OSA and also detected 
depressive mood and heart disease as contributing factors to 
insomnia symptoms in patients with OSA.

Previous studies linked insomnia and OSA to hyperactivity 
of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and the sympathetic 
nervous system.29,31 Based on measurements of the sympathetic 
nervous system activity,40–44 it has been shown that in patients 
with OSA, increased sympathetic tone (associated with physi-
ologic arousal) is correlated with the occurrence of insomnia 
at high levels,45 and hypersomnolence which begins at lower 
levels.46 Furthermore, Amdo et al.45 have reported that when 
comparing sympathetic response between sexes, females have a 
higher sympathetic response to sleep-disordered breathing than 
males. This observation may explain why females make up a 
higher percentage of the OSA+I group compared to the OSA−I 
group. Therefore, because insomnia and OSA are engaged in 
a mutual relationship, one can initiate or exacerbate the other.

In our study, despite similar prevalence rates of cardiovas-
cular risk factors in the two groups, the OSA+I group showed a 
higher prevalence of heart disease than the OSA−I group. Lo-
gistic regression revealed heart disease as one of the most af-
fected factors contributing to insomnia symptoms. Both OSA 
and insomnia have been independently linked to heart disease, 
although we cannot know the direction of causality.47,48

There is significant evidence indicating an association be-
tween comorbid OSA and insomnia and ischemic heart disease 
and heart failure,11–15,49 and also between OSA and valvular 
heart disease.50,51 However, there have been no studies about 
the relationship between comorbid OSA and insomnia and 

valvular heart disease. Further studies with stringent inclusion 
criteria and more specific classification of comorbidity may 
lead to more accurate results. In previous studies, insomnia 
had a negative influence on CPAP adherence.52,53 However, we 
did not find an association between AHI and ISI-K scores, or 
between the insomnia symptoms and CPAP adherence.

There are several limitations in our study. Lack of a con-
trol group consisting of patients with insomnia without OSA 
limits our ability to sort out factors specific to each condition 
per se. We did not collect data regarding menopause in female 
subjects, which may be considered a limitation given its inde-
pendent association with both insomnia and OSA.54 However, 
in order to compensate for that, we performed a comparison 
between females younger than 50 years and those older than 
50 years. Due to the lack of a follow-up evaluation, the CPAP 
outcome of those with OSA and comorbid OSA and insomnia 
cannot be presented. Availability of more detailed medical his-
tory on our subjects could have also modified our results. The 
definition of “heart disease” in our study can be another limi-
tation. Previous studies have often considered cardiovascular 
disease as a comorbidity. Also, we did not include objective 
data on CPAP adherence as it was not the focus of this study, 
which may be considered a limitation. Moving forward, each 
type of heart disease should be analyzed separately if the sam-
ple size is sufficient.

Our prevalence rate of comorbid insomnia with OSA is com-
parable to the results of previous studies. Our findings revealed 
female predominance, greater degree of sleep disturbance, 
more depression, and lower QoL in patients in the OSA+I 
group. Most importantly, these patients had a higher rate of 
cardiovascular diseases. This finding establishes a strong as-
sociation, rather than a causality; therefore, it warrants further 
investigations into its pathophysiology, which would help de-
vise risk reduction strategies and treatment options.

ABBRE VI ATIONS

AHI, apnea-hypopnea index
BDI-2, Beck Depression Inventory
CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure
ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale
ISI, Insomnia Severity Index
OSA, obstructive sleep apnea
OSA+I, obstructive sleep apnea with insomnia
OSA−I, obstructive sleep apnea without insomnia
QoL, quality of life
PSG, polysomnography
PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
SF-36, Short-Form 36-Item Health Survey
-K, Korean version
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